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1. Introduction

The ratio, regression, product and difference methods of estima
tion play an important role whenever supplementary information is
to be utilized for estimation purposes in sample surveys. Ghosh
(1947), Olkin (1958), Raj (1965), Srivastava (1966) and Rao and
Mudholkar (1967) have used multi-supplementary information for
constructing estimates based on these methods. In the present paper
some combinations of estimators are proposed when the information
on two supplementary characters is available, by considering a class
of estimators. Some of them are compared with Olkin's (1958)
esumator, the estimator obtained in the same way as Olkin's by
using product estimators in place of ratio estimators and Srivastava's
(1966) estimator. The technique is extended to two-phase and strati
fied sampling. Although the extension of the results of the present
paper when information on more than two supplementary characters
IS available is straightforward, the actual computation becomes
somewhat more complex and hence these extensions are not con
sidered.

2. Estimator, it's Bias and Mean Square Error

Suppose that a sample of size n is selected from N units of the
population using any sampling scheme yielding unbiased estimates.
The variable y under study and the supplementary variables and
are measured on it. The population mean r ofj; is to be estimated
using information on and x^, the population means 2^ and of

and x^ respectively are available. The sample means ofy, Xi and
X2, namely y, and are unbiased estimates of T, and
respectively.

"Work partially done during theauthor's employment at V. S. Patel College.
Bilimora.
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Firstly we estimate the population mean of y by using the
information on supplementary variable Xi, with the estimator

where random variable converges to some fixed quality as n
increases. Then this estimate is used to get the estimator, using the
information on second supplementary variable also, as

— _A
••(1)

where random variable g^ converges to fixed quantity Gg as n increases.
At theoutset it may be noted that the ratio, regression, difference and
product^timators belong to the class of estimators yrh(X—x) when
one supplementary variable x is used, random variable h converging

V
to fixed quantity H. h takes values —, sample regression coefficient

y

; constant d and for the ratio estimator

— y ~ . .
7^ = X, regression estimator

=-y-\-byx (X—x), diff'erence estimator
A

«='}'+fi(Z—3;) and product estimator

— SsS
Yj, respectively.

For deriving the expressions for bias and mean square error of
the estimator we write

y=T(l+e), aii=X'/(l+ ei), 0=1, 2), gi=Gi(l + e3)

and

g2=G2(H 64) in (1). It may be noted thatE(e)=E(ei)=0,
_ _ Var(p) , Var(Xi)Far(e)=-^, Far

J Ai

and

lAi
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Also assuming the sample moderately large so that

£(e^)=0(7=3, 4) ;

Then it would be fairly simple to establish the following
theorem :

Theorem 1. For moderately large sample the bias and the mean
square error of the estimator (1) to the first order of approximation
are given by

A

5(y)=- [Cov (gi, Ki) + Cov (ga, Ss)] ...(2)
and

A

MSE (T)= Var (y) +Gl Var (®i)+Var (®2)

-2 Gi Cov {y, gj)-2 Ga Cov {y, le,)
+ 2 GiGg Cov (Si, X2) ...(3)

3. Two Phase Sampling

Suppose that information on supplementary variables is not
available' and it is comparatively less expensive to collect information
on these variables. A fairly large first phase or initial sample is
taken to collect information on the supplementary variables. Then
either a subsample of the large initial sample or an independent
sample from the whole population, called second phase sample, is
used to measure character of interest and sometimes supplementary
characters also, as the case may be.

In this section the case of two phase sampling when population
means of both the supplementary variables Xj and are unknown, is

considered. Let and x'̂ be the means of x^ and x^, for the

initial sample of size n'. n is the size of the second phase sample and
' y, and Kg are associated sample means for y, x^ and xz. We esti-

_ A

mate F first by •=y4-gi($j —Kj) and this estimate is used to get

the estimator

A A

...(4)

where, as in section 2, and converges to G, and G^-
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lu order to find expressions for biasand meansquareerror of the

estimator (4) we write =Xi(\+el) and + e^) in ad

dition to substituting 7 (H e), X, (1-fej) and for y, Sj

and ^2, as in section 2; E{e[ )= 0 and £(e0=O. As the initial sample

is large and assuming second phase sample moderately large, on the
similar lines as that for single phase sampling, we get the following
theorems :

Theorem 2. The bias of the two phase sampling estimator (4)
is given by

A

B{Yi^ )= [Cov (gi, )+ Cov (ga, ^ )\-Cov{g^, ^i) +Cov(g^,
...(5)

Theorem 3. In two phase sampling if the second phase sample
is a sub sample of the initial sample, mean square error of theestima
tor (4) to the first order, is given by

A

MSE (Yt )= Var [Var (2,) + Var (s;)

-2 Cov ($1, s; )]+G| [Ffl,-(«2)+ Var )

- 2 Cov (% ai; )] + 2 G,[Cov{y, »[)-Cov{g, $,)]

+ 2 G,[Cov(y, ^ ) -Cov {y,

+ 2 GiGJCovCSi.SJ-t- Cov^ % )

- Cov (2i,%)- Cov(®i' ^a)] -(.6)

Theorem 4. In two phase sampling if the initial and second
phase samples are independent, mean square error of(4), to the first
order, is given by

A

MSE )=Var{y)-\- G® [Var(S,)+Var(x{ )]

+ Gl [Varied+Va'-i^2 )]-2 GiCov(y, Si,)

—2 Ga Cov(y, ^2)+2 GiGziCovixi, X2)

-\-Cov{x[,x'̂ )\ —(7)
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Remark. We note that in case, the population mean of one
supplementary variable, say is known, the other variablejco is
only observed on the initial sample and the population mean is

estimated by , the initial sample mean of Xg. Then the estimator

•••(8)

obtained by substituting x'j for X2 in (1), is used to estimate the

population mean Y. One can find the expressions for bias and mean
square error of (8) on the similar lines as that for (4). We omit
them to save space.

3.1. Special Cases

Simple random sampling andsystematic sampling areamong fre
quently used sampling designs sample surveys, so these two specified
cases may be of interest.

Simple Sandom Sampling

Suppose that simple random sampling with replacement is used.
Then for the estimator (1) one can easily write down the expressions
for mean square error, hence we omit it.

We give below in (9) and (10) the expressions for mean square
error of the estimator (4) for the cases {a) when the second phase
sample is a sub sample of the first phase sample and (ft) when they
are independent, with simple random sampling with replacement at
both the phases.

A

MSEin

2 2G'2PoIJJ

+ 2 G1G2P.J ...(9)

,) = —(Cj, —2 (jiPt/aij —2 GjPvatg )

+

+ 2 GjG2Pa!j aig ®a!j ) ..-(10)
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where o '̂s have their usual meaning and and patj^ are the
correlations between j' and Xi, y and and Xj and respectively.
Let us consider the cost function of the form

c=cin' + c^n+cs •••(11)
where Cj and Cg are cost per unit for collecting information at second
and first phase respectively and Cg is overhead cost. To get the
optimum value of n and n' we note that (9) and (10) are of the form

...(12)
n n

where Mi and are 'variance type' functions. Then the optimum
values of n' and n which minimize mean square error (12) for a fixed
cost Co are

(C0-C3) VMl C2 ,,,,
" ; /. • •••U VCj \/Mi Ci+ C2 V Ma Cj

and

(Cn-Cg) VMs Ci
"03)( ,-T7 *"(1^.)

Ci V Ml C2 + C2 vMg Ci

Systematic Sampling

In sytematic sampling with sampling interval n, the population
can be divided-into (x clusters, the ?th cluster containing units number
ed i, / + , , i {-(n—l) [J., assuming that the N{=n\j.) units
of the population are numbered from 1 to N. For two phase
sampling we select A clusters in the initial sample and in the second
sample a cluster is selected randomly either {a) from these Xclusters
or {b) from the n clusters of the population. For simplicity we
assume that intra cluster correlations of y, Xj and Xs are equal, that is

P«=P«i Using well known results of cluster sampling
the mean squar error of (4) under (a) and (b) are obtained as under :

MES(Y,^sy)=-l[L+p(„-l)][a'̂ +(^1-^^01

-t- 2 GiGaPa^i )] ...(IS)

1™) =^[1+p(«-1)]K' -2 GiP„.^
-2 GsPbj,^ ol^ +Gl
-f-2 .,.(16)
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We note that in this case the cost function (11) will be
c=(ciAfCj)« I-C3 and expressions (15) and (16) are of the form :

M=[l + p(n -1)J
nX ' n

...(17)

where and are 'variance type' functions. The optimum values
of Aand n which minimize (17) for a fixed cost co are

and

X jlI P

Remark. One can obtain the optimum values which minimize
cost for a fixed mean square error in simple random sampling and
systematic samling.

4. Particular Cases

Keeping in view that the ratio, regression and product estimators
belong to the class y+/i(X—^), for one supplementary variable, the
following combinations of estimators are constructed as particular
cases of (1);

(i) Ratio—Ratio estimator

V I yYR,R,[g^-=Y,' =
(iO Ratio—Regression estimator

_A , _ >

Yr, Reg,ygi=-^ ',i2'=b„x^ j
(»7) Ratio—Product estimator

A

4 ( y yr\

{iv) Regression—Regression estimator
A

^Reg, Reg, I g'i=^b^x^ )
(v) Regression—Ratio estimator

_A

^Reg, ;g2= j
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(vi) Regression—Product estimator
_A

— / ^ir \
^Reg, Si^Kxi;g'2 = j

(v/i) Productor—Productor estimator
_A

- ( y .Y^I, j S2~ /

(viii) Product—Ratio estimator

^ ( y Mye.R.[s.=
{ix) Product—Regression estimator

Yp, Reg,^Si~ S2 ^
_A _A

where 7^, Yp and Y-^r are the ratio, product and regression estimators
of Ybased on the first supplementary variable Xj and and
are the sample regression coefficients of y on and y on
respectively.

Using theorems 1 and 2 the expressions for bias of these
estimators in single phase sampling and two phase sampling when
both Xi and are unknown are as as given below :

- 1
SiYR R )=fr[Ri Var (*i) hCov (y, aji)]

+^ [^2 Var(x2)-\-Cov {y, Cov(J„ Xs)]
...(20)

B(fR,p)=Y, i^i)-Coviy, X,)]
+-S- {Cov (y, .T3)—i?i Cov {xi, x^] ...(21)

•A2

BijR Reg) =^ [^1 Var {x,) - Cov {y, $1)]- Cov x^)
...(22)

A 1

B{Yp p)==-^Cov(j/, »i) +-^\Cov{y,x^-\rRiCov{xi,Xi)\
• 'ff . ...(23)
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— 1 1

Wp,r)=Y^ Si)+y [i?a Vari\)-Cov(y, x^)
-rIcov{x„\)] ' -(24)

— 1Rgg) == Cov (y, Xi) - Cov{b,„^ ,x^ ... (25)
A

Reg)^-[Cov , ^,)+Cov{by^^, ^2)] ."(26)

- 1B(yRe^, R)'-^-Cov{by^^, .vi) -[-y[R2Faf(A;2) -Cov(i/, x^)
Bf)x^ Cov(a;i, a:2)] ...(27)

- 1^i^Reg, />)= - Cov A;i)-f- Y [Cov{y, x^)
Cov X,)] ...(28)

For two phase sampling (both Xi and Zj unknown)

— 1 1SiYR, )=^ M'- R,D+R,(B+B')]+ ^[A-R,C]

- 1 1B(Yji^P,,,)'='Y^[A'-R,D-R,{B+B')]-~[A+R,C']

-\-Cov{btx^, x' )- Cov{J},x , Sa)
2 8

...(29)

...(30)

— 1
Reg^J'=-^[A'-R,D]+Cov{b„. , «,)-Cov{b,., x,)

Ai 2 2

...(31)

- 1 1B{Yp, )=-Yy+RiD'-R,iB+B')]~^[A+R,C]
...(32)

- 1 1B{Yp^ RioJ =-Y^ RAB+B')]+y^[A-R,C]
.. (33)

— 1
^(Yp, Regi2i')=~-f' M'+i?iO']+Cov(6M , x'̂ )-Cov{by^ , *2)

•^1 22
...(34)

A

^(YKgg^ )= - Cov {bvx , ) - Cov{b^x . »i)

...(35)
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= S; )-CoKVi> Si)

+ ...(36)
-42 ]

A

-^ [4 -(5+5')+i?aC'] ... (37)
•^2

where

7 Y
Ri—^, Ri— V

A= Cov{y, x'̂ )-Cov{y, A'-^Covig, x[)--Coviy, xx)

5=Cdv(Si, X2)-Cov {xu % ), S'= Cov(^; ),x'.^ —Cov{x\, x^)

C= Cov (»2, x' )- Var{x^), C = Cov{x'„, x^) - Fflf(3c2)
2

D^Cov (Si, ) - Var{xi), D' = Cov(«i, )- Varix[)

and Byxi. Byx^ are the population regression coefficients ofy on.tj
and y on x^. Expression 'of the bias will be different in two phase
sampling if the first and second phase samples are independent.
Also one can easily obtain the expressions for mean square error of
the combinations by using (3), (6) and (7). We omit them.

4.1. Some Comparisons

Consider the following multivariate estimators

^r,r-WJr^-VW,Yr^ ...(38)
y\p=W^P^-^WJp^ ...(39)

and

y'Reg, Reg = W^YReg, + W^Y^eg, ...(40)
A A A ^ _A _A

wherel^^.Tp^, Yj^.g^ and Yr^, Yp^, Yr^s^ are ratio, product and
regression estimators based on ;*:i and Xg respectively. For the sake
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of simplicity we assume that the coefficients of variation of and
xz are equal, that is =Cj (say) and there is same correla
tion between y and x,- (/=], 2).

•Then the mean square errors of these estimators are approxi^
mately given by : ,

^)=F2fc|r -2 (i+p^ ^)]
^ 12

c!
A'

...(41)

M5E(r>, ^)=y2[c|+2 p,,CyC^ +P--(42)

2 PiCi ®2 )
(Srivastava —1966) (43)

The mean square errors of Yr i^,Yp and 7u „ nre
approximately given by '

MSE(f„,;,)_f»[c^-4p„CyC3+2 Ci(l-fp„) ) ,..(44,
^ 1 2 J

MSE{Yp^ p)=:73lC!+4p„.C^C,+2C^(Hp^^)
y X X

1 2 -I

...(45)

...(46)n i-2p:0-p.J
1 2 J

AComparing the mean square errors of ^,J, ^and
with that of ji Yp^ pand respectively it will be
observed that the former estimators will be more efficient than the

;~Se1 -Ve^-
...(47)

1 2 X q

L_ 3
Hp -(48)

and

—L»l_ r
•1+P c —

vx

®laj9

P X ^ a
1 2 J.. - -m

f t ITpTT"""'' ofr, Z, and J,. The above conditions are derived under the assumption
^h^t all Y, and are either positive or negative simultaneously.
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5. Stratified Sampling

Let mere be strata of sizes JV„ N, .... Wi from which samples
ot sizes ... respectively are takeo, samphng being m-
dependent in each stratum :

(S A^ft=Ar, S Let »ift and Saft (/i=l, 2, , L) be
the sample means of the variables y, x. and x, for the h*" stratum.
y,,=^^iwnyn, and where W^.=-^\are
stratmed sample mllns of x, and x,. Then the following two
types of estimators of Ycan be formed

•— ^ (50)
(1) Separate estimator Ys= Yh

where Y/i'=yg^h +g2h(-^2h~~^2h)
and gi>, and g,n are the quntities as gi and for /i*" stratum.

(2) Combined estimator

where

ygst=^st+gA^i ^1S<)

Bias and mean square error of (50) and (51) are given by the following
theorems :

Theorem 5. Bias and mean square error of the separate
estimator to the first order, are

A ^=—̂ IVh [Covigih, Sih)+Cov(go)„ x.,},)] - (52)
/i=l

and

MSE(h^lwlMSE ik) -^")
/!=1

Theorem 6. Bias and mean square error of the combined
estimator to the first order, are

p^Y^c)——\Cov{gi,'̂ :st) +Cov{g2,x^st)] •••(54)
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and

A

Var{x,,^ + Gl Var{x^,t)

2 G] Cov{ysi, Xist) 2 Covi^y^i, x^si)
+ 2 G1G2 Cov(^is(, *2s() ...(55)

6. Concluding Remarks

With Ratios, Products and Regressions, and with two supple
mentary variates, one can formulate 3^=9 estimators as given in
Section 4. If we add the dilference method to the list there will be

16 different estimators. With these four methods and three supple
mentary variates there will be 64 different estimators and. so on,
many more estimators can be generated by this method.

Finally we note that the ratio cum product estimators proposed
by Singh (1965, 1967) are the Ratio-Ratio and Ratio-Product
estimators of the present paper. So the present paper gives different
approach to Singh's estimators. Mohanty (1967) has discussed
Regression-Ratio estimator of the present paper, to which the author's
attention was drawn after the first draft of the paper was ready.

Summary

We consider estimation of the mean F of a finite population

with the help of information on two auxiliary characters Xj and x^.,

from sample of size n selected from the population of N units using

any sampling scheme for which sample means y, x^ and are the

unbiased estimators of population means Y, and Z2 of the charac-

' ters y, Xj and Xa respectively. The population mean 7 of is

firstly estimated by using the estimator Yg =y+gi{Xi~x^ and this
A A

estimate is used to get the estimator Y— Yg^+g^^X-i—x^ where gy
I ^

and g2 converges to G^ and G^ respectively as n increases. The bias

' and mean square error of this estimator for moderately large samples

] are obtained. Case of two phase sampling when either Xi or X^
or both are unknown is considered. By giving different values to

gi and gz various estimators are constucted. Some of them are

compared with Olkin's (1958) estimator, the estimator obtained in

the same way as Olkin's by using product estimators in place of ratio

pstimators and Srivastava's (1966) estitnator.
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